
Card Game Rules Sheets
for Single Deck Tuck

Boxes

Layout onto an 11” x 17” sheet.

Divide that sheet in half, giving you
two 8.5” x 11” sections.

Each of these halves gets further
divided into three sections, each

3.5” tall by 8.5” wide.

Each 3.5” tall by 8.5” wide section
is cut out after printing. That leaves
you with a .5” by 17” strip that gets

is trimmed off and thrown away.

Each 3.5” by 8.5” strip can then be
folded twice to fit neatly into a

single deck tuck box.

Inside each 3.5” x 8.5” strip is a
blue box. This represents a .25”
border margin inside each strip.

The dotted lines show where the
“folds” would be when folding each

strip twice for packaging.

For pricing, each “page” is still a
full 8.5” x 11” section. So a “page”
gives you 3 strips/sections. But to

get tha pricing, we must print pages
double up onto 11” x 17” sheets, as

this diagram shows.

You can include any number of
strips into a box that will fit in addi-
tion to your cards. Or if your rules
fit onto a single strip, a single 11” x
17” sheet printed (2 pages for pric-
ing) would yield rules for 6 games.

All of the lines on this diagram are
here purely to illustrate the layout

concept. You need not include any
lines in your page layouts.

Card Game Rules Sheets
for Double Deck Tuck

Boxes

You need no special layouts if your
product will use a double deck tuck

box. Our double deck boxes are
large enough so that a 8.5” x 11”

sheets fits neatly into the box when
folded twice (quarter folded).

Though you should still lay them
out so there are two pages up onto

an 11” x 17” sheet.


